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Abstract 

 
Nowadays, the evolve of unknown attacks have been prevented with an advancement of cyber security 

whereas there are several applications like smart cities and smart industries have evolved through 

Internet of Things (IoT) which perform one of the developing fields. The major challenge faced in the 
IoTs infrastructure is due to incremental of cyber-attacks fashions. The digital world development into 

an environment of physical gets accumulated with recent area attacks over traditional interne with 

current security threat. However, the main challenges faced in the physical IoTs connection is about 
implementation of distributed security mechanism to IoT devices resource constrain. It is essential that 

IoT devices can be automatically monitored and upgraded as firmware which consists of vulnerabilities 

like buffer overflows and it needed to be patched. In order to receive a replacement firmware, the 

devices are allowed to connect with cloud server automatically has been processed through firmware 
update. Anomaly and malicious behavior detection are the crucial concern which has become a 

priority in the area of intrusion detection. At present, the methods of intrusion detection can be 

generally based on single point detection and maintaining which can't be able identifies the attacking 
mode with the frequency of hidden attack. The familiar detection technology is recently using 

conventional Machine Learning (ML) algorithms for training the sample of intrusion to accomplish the 

intrusion detection models but these algorithms have demerits of poor detection speeds. However, the 
deep learning is one of the advanced technologies which extract behaviors from samples automatically. 

Hence, the intrusion detection accuracy is not high over traditional ML technology. Thus, the study 

introduced a hybrid algorithm of Elliptic Curve Cryptography- Long Short Term Memory (ECC-LSTM) 

model in which ECC perform as an Edge Node which exists over a private network and is built to 
perform as a connecting network client for an online cloud server is comparatively secured than of 

devices that may perform as a server itself. Eventually, the LSTM based on anomaly graph tool to 

detect Collective contextual Anomalies (CCA) has been detected from the samples and even detecting 
the malicious behavior from the extracted behavior chains which get evaluated with its accuracy, False 

Negative Rate (FNR) and False Positive Rate (FPR). 

 

Keywords: LSTM, ECC, IoT, Transportation Layer Security (TLS), Anomaly, EDSA, Malicious 
Behavior Detection (MBD), CCA. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The role of IoT has become an essential factor in our daily lives, with the progressive advancement in 

IT industries. However, these inter-connective devices or sensors have the capability of collecting and 

transferring of various data between themselves via infrastructure of modern communication network 
associated with millions IoT nodes [1- 4]. Subsequently, there are several IoT application have 
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provided 

high accuracy and services of fine grained network to users. However, at present enormous amount of 

devices and sensors have been interconnected through platform of IoT and these devices and sensors 

are producing huge data and requirement for more processing that provide an intelligence for both users 
and service providers. All the data need to be uploaded in centralized server in traditional cloud 

computing and once the computation is over, the outcome have been send back to the devices and 

sensor. In addition, IoT has enabled the automated system for the environment like homes and 

industrial to enormous recent threats [5, 6]. There are various reasons to the IoT device security with 
sad state. The development team of IoT has frequently worked without adequate resources and under 

strict time limitations whereas these elements make it easy for engineering teams to cut corners. For an 

instance, re-using unverified code snippets, in-secured third-party libraries and not adopting stable 
software development practices [7]. 

 

Strong authentication mechanism is required in certain IoT systems to prevent attacks namely 

eavesdropping, impersonation, and mid-attack man-in. However, these type of attacks pose threats to 

data availability and data confidentiality to the legal user. Therefore, the requirement of IoT systems 
are secured protocols and strong encryption while there are several scheme of end to end namely 

Transportation Layer Security (TLS) has an ability to assured the data confidentiality during data 

transfer has become a key challenge in IoT system is to utilize encryption of light weight because of 
restricted IoT end device resources. The lack of authentication and insufficient encryption are few 

significant security issues in IoT during data transfer and privacy interest. Based on the dynamic key 

generation, the application with smart good transportation has allocated to the customer as per their 
needs whereas the 4- digit OTP is send from server software to the customer for user authentication 

that illustrated an instance of dynamic key generation. Anomaly detection has fascinated an important 

interest over contemporary learning literature because of its applications with broad range of 

engineering issues [8-11]. However, the unsupervised framework with variable length of anomaly 
detection issues in which the exploration is to identify the function for deciding whether an every 

unlabeled sequence of variable length provided in a data set is anomalous or not. Similarly, the attempt 

of previous malware detection have implemented  static analysis and static behavior are the major 
techniques utilized over code analysis for acquiring data concerned with software behavior [12]. When 

analyzing these techniques, it unable for detecting files in maintaining the techniques like reverse 

decompression or packing [13]. This analysis may occur during the software is really running, 

capturing its behavior is said to be dynamic behavior analysis. Moreover, this technique has the ability 
to address the issues efficiently which can't be resolved by static detection. In order to detect malicious 

behavior, there are several experts in the current field has utilized dynamic behavior technique [14, 15]. 

In general, the unknown malware is classified into known malware using various classification 
techniques [16]. 

 

2. Literature Review 

 
Most research is discussed on the use of ECC for secure authentication. An ECC is described in[17] 

have been using the sep160r1 curve which are point multiplication for 1.3 MCyclesto, the authors using 

8-bit Atmel ATmega for implementing cycle-accurate clones , 16-bit based Texas Instruments such as 

MSP430, and 32-bit ARM with Cortex-M0 + embedded processors for ECC software implementation 
[17]. The authors proposed a hardware support including the function of five NIST ECC prime field- 

based curves in [18]. In [19], the author proposed in a resource-constrained environment by integrated 

hardware and software design strategies for quick ECC calculations. In [20–22], several other ECC 
algorithms were introduced through the work of researchers. This is demonstrated by the ECC-based 

ElGamel encryption scheme. Finite Fields and its implementations in cryptography are provided with 

effective Program Implementation. The key exchange protocols and cryptographic algorithms are used 
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by thee clients agree to communicate with servers at the beginning of TLS / SSL sessions. RSA, ECDH 
are the key exchange protocol can be used for private key operations which are violated by calculating 

the amount of time needed to be completed [23]. Klima et al. [24] recovered from inverting RSA 

encryption using pre-master key. The known plain text are belongs to attacking approaches that can 

use permanent 

public and private keys to the server. The key exchange has to build sessions, the more vulnerability of 

TLS / SSL reveals on long-term public and private key from cryptanalysis attacks. At the start of the 

initial generation of dynamic key, the dynamic key cryptography only executes the key exchange and 
distributing at once. There's no more key exchange in dynamic key generation. In comparison to TLS / 

SSL, there is no key sharing in any session of the dynamic key cryptography. However the key 

exchange risk of dynamic keys is reduced to a minimal. 

 
Despite significant progress made in many machine learning problems through deep learning 

techniques, there may be a significant shortage of deep learning solutions for detecting anomalies. The 

researcher presents a detailed overview of the fraud detection approaches focused on deep learning 
[25]. A wide ranging of the cyber-intrusion detection techniques for deep anomaly detection (DAD) is 

presented [26]. A description of the 3 IoT and big-data DAD strategies for the Internet was introduced 

[27]. The methods of deep learning for the identification of video phenomena along with different 
categories were presented [28]. There are two types of approaches in the detection of malicious 

behavior dependent on actions namely, detection of static analysis and detection of dynamic analysis 

[29]. The analysis of static involves removing malicious code using software such as IDA Pro or 

W32Dasm to disassemble the code. This method does not involve program execution; rather, 
knowledge about malicious activity is retrieved only by application review. For instance, Wang [30] 

proposed with related data for comparing code in a malicious behavior file. Next, this method helps to 

determine the block of code after which, it compares the block of data. However, this approach refers 
only to code of malicious behavior, which has not recently undergone improvements. Researchers 

suggested a framework for detecting malicious Android apps by evaluating device activity in a static 

way [31]. This framework removes static features for detecting malicious activity from vulnerable 
applications; however, this technique cannot secure computers from intermittent attacks or modified 

malware. To distinguish malware groups, Vida Ghanaei 

[32] proposed a basic block frequencies based on static block evaluation of the malware samples. 

Hence the actual operation of malware are not considered and only used by static analysis. The samples 

of the malware get gradually increased at an essential measure and finding out is considered to be 
complex in earlier detection of Big Data but the significant factor to recognize in collecting actual data 

is not very accurate. However, the analysis considered in data as an informative which provide a major 

role for security analyst [33]. Once the proposed framework may resolve the issues and responsibilities 

which applicable for discovering zero-day malware as earlier that may be assist with potential in 
developing the data over real-time to find out the zero-day attack of malware and provide participant 

with earlier corrective measures. There is a comparison among the results of these two classifiers, and 

it is noted that SVM has the superior ability to detect malware. The findings indicate that SVM 
achieved the highest 93.03% accuracy to detect malware and benign forms employing 10-fold cross 

validation [37-42]. 

 

3. Proposed system 

 

The Proposed ECC algorithm contain mechanism of double security for securing connected IoT devices 
over cloud server and progressed for initiating secured TLS handshake or login ID. According to this 

process, the cloud server is considered to be trusted using provider server’s certificate which gets 

trusted by devices and once the server name gets matched with applied server’s certificate. After the 
process of initial handshake or login ID is over, the firmware is downloaded and the signature of 
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firmware gets verified based on the IoT devices. The mechanism of double security is needed for 
suitable secure in completing the upgrade process is shown in Figure 1 as an architecture for 

combination of Edge node security with dynamic key generation and malware detection classification. 

However, the download initiated securely after the completion of confirmation from the devices and 

thus prevented man in the middle attacks. Once the process of edge node security is progressed through 
server certification, digital signature has been utilized as an asymmetric cryptography in which the key 

generation algorithm is using two different set of keys that represented in term of public key and private 

key. In addition, the private key is identified only for the firmware with computer signing but the public 
key gets stored over initial 

and consequent firmware or within the secure boot of IoT devices. Hence, ECC is used as an 

asymmetric cryptography algorithm to resource constrained devices too because of it small sized key to 
the similar level of security. 

Fig 1 Block diagram for ECC-LSTM architecture 

3.1 ECC with double security mechanism in IoT device 
The firmware doesn't have ability to sign directly by private key because the firmware 

size is considerably too large while using that as asymmetric cryptography. According to this factor, the 

firmware is not made to be signed directly by asymmetric cryptography but login ID or finger print of 

firmware can be utilized to sign in whereas the fingerprint or login ID can be measured using a 
SHA256 hashing algorithm. The private computer with the private key calculates a hash on the 

firmware and signs the hash is shown in the figure 2. In order to get into the server the user need to give 

his input as mentioned in the IoT devices which can be progressed through hash function like SHA265 
for converting the login ID or finger print as an encrypted message digest and a private key gets 

generated for the message digest before assigning to EDSA sign. The assigned signature of confidential 

data gets signed by digitally signed data and after the device gets powered, the device software integrity 

and authenticity need to be verified by cryptographically exchange of digital signatures that has been 
generated. 

Figure 2 Flow diagram for EDSA signing 
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The hash signature is attached to the firmware and the signed firmware is then by upgrading 

the firmware has been uploaded to cloud server. During the firmware downloaded by devices from the 

server of secure cloud and a hash get computed as the data trickles in the firmware [33-37]. The 

computed hash 

signature has been verified by devices with received signature attached to the firmware whereas the 

firmware get trusted while the two signature gets matched against trust foundation and the validation 

process is as similar as for the accumulated personal signature to legal binding documents which is 
authorized and agreed to each transaction. The complete function sets provided from secure boot to 

authorize the developer for verifying the upgrades of firmware and loadable modules. Moreover, the 

enhancement of securing the embedded device is done through secure boot by verifying cryptographic 
in which all recent firmware and software gets authentic and not been obscure hacking or malicious 

modification. 

Figure 3 Flow diagram for EDSA verification 
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3.2 Anomaly and MBD in IoT devised database 
There is other kind of attack like anomaly and malware may occur from another hand 

whereas this proposal has considered those systems continuously collect and monitor performance 

indicators from its components of database from IoT devices. There are some collected performances 

indicators have been listed below. 

The request of finished HTTP counts and received counts has been extracted from the web server’s 
log files. 

The active database connections and active threads counts etc. are extracted from application server by 

monitoring tools. 

The SQL queries number has been accomplished from an application of database management. 
Network activities and traffic statistical data in IoTs. 

Memory usage, CPU utilization and hard disk transfer rate of IoT devices. 

 

3.2.1 Anomaly Detection using CCA 

 

In this proposed method, the Collective Contextual Anomaly (CCA) technique has 
been used to detect collective contextual outliers which signify the damaged invariants between 

multiple sequences of time series. For retrieving the time series contextual information, the sliding 

window has 

been utilized to scan via performance indicators. The window size is equivalent to the sequence length 

which performs as an input for the LSTM network. Hence, this technique has acknowledged for 

extracting the temporal dynamics present in the time sequences. In order to trigger the process, the 
invariants have been kept with a value of R-squared which is high while compared to available 

threshold τm. This has illustrated that accomplished model is required to be verified with various 

method workloads. Once the uncovered invariants among various time series with undirected graph is 
utilized for representing relationship between various elements from the global viewpoints which is 

said to be invariant graphs it is mentioned as G(V,E). For an instance, invariant graph of anomalies 

representation is shown in figure 4 and every vertex is denoting its time series mode. 

 
Figure 4 Invariant graph representations 

In general, G(V,E) has represented an invariant graph which is shown in figure 4 and in a similar 

fashion, the representation of anomaly graph gets illustrated as G0(V0,E0) whereas the graph of  
invariants consists of K vertices, then obviously there may be of K+1 vertices present in the anomaly 

graph. The top K vertices present in the anomaly graph is as similar as utilized in invariant graph which 

exists ith node and jth node edge connection represented as (i,j ≤ K) and if any invariant to be 
identified with correspond to invariant graph in which those invariant are predicted to be break soon. 

Moreover, the ith node has been connected to K+1th node when there is no edge connection of ith node 

with other node present over invariant graph. Hence, the CCA technique assist to detect the ith data of 

time series is shown in figure 5 that concoct of 7th node present over an anomaly graph. Thus, all the 
six nodes represented a univariate time series when the 7th node is virtual node as shown in figure 5 

and the predicted two invariants (N1, N2) and (N1, N3) may break soon but a collective anomaly get 

predicted to occur for time series N6. 
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Figure 5 Anomaly graph representations 

 

3.2.2 MBD using behavior chain 

 

In general, MBD performs as a classification problem with binary and it extracted the 
behavior analysis form the composed data which is made to be segregated into two cluster namely 

benign behavior and malicious behavior. However, the collected data get segregated into behavior 

sequence which is represented as B = {B1, B2, …,Bn}. 

Where, 
Bi = individual behavior present in the multiple behavior 

sets n = Behavior sequence number 

Similarly, M= {M1, M2} 

Where, 

M = Behavior 
categories M1 = 

Malicious behavior 

M2 = Benign behavior 

Hence, this proposed technique is to identify an adequate mapping relationship of f(Bi)→Mj, where i ϵ 
(1,n), j= {1, 2} and f represent classification model mapping function. However, the sample data get 

collected and trained by suitable LSTM model and conclude at last whether the sample data is 

malicious or not based on the results of trained models. The process flow of this proposed behavior 
chain of LSTM train and test data for classification is shown in Figure 6. All sequencers are performed 

for accomplishing a significant goal whereas every operational step establishes a ―behavior point‖ over 

process of reaching such goal. According to OS view point, behavior points are considered by a 
sequence to a particular API functions that may be mentioned as triplet which denoted as X = (R,IO,P), 

Where, 

R = behavior point call return value 

IO = Input and output of the behavior 

point P = Purpose of behavior point 
However, this attribute has the ability to registry behavior point, file a behavior point, network 

behavior point etc. The components of IO{IP(P1 : V1; P2 : V2); OP(P3 : V3; P4 : V4)} present over 

triplet consists of multiple parameters. 

Where, 
IP = Behavior point input 

OP = Behavior point 

output 
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However, the {P1, P2} and {V1, V2} have mentioned the parameters of input and its parameter value 
for the behavior point correspondingly. Similarly, the {P3, P4} and {V3, V4} have mentioned the 

parameters of output and its parameter value for the behavior point. 

Fig 6 Block diagram of MBD and classification 

i. Association behavior 

A behavioral of association has includes the relationship among behavior points and 

performances which specifically relates to the timing association. At an instance, the behavior point X1 
has mentioned about first call of API while the sequence gets executed, and the behavior point X2 has 

mentioned about second call of API. However, the parameters and its values present in IP and OP of 

X2 have been initiated from the previous behavior point X1 which acts as an output of X1 that cast as 
input for behavior point X2. Hence, the outputs of behavior point X1, X2 are based on the behavior 

point X1. Thus, the association among the two behavior points is mentioned as: 

 

X1→X2 

 

ii. Association behavior Processing 

Initially, features of behavior point need to be determined from the data collection is said to be 

behavior feature extraction whereas the gathered data may involves unwanted data which may establish 

interference. In order to avoid interference, the data required to be preprocessed and the needed 
behavior points have been extracted. Subsequently, based on call sequences these behavior points have 

been clustered into behaviors and the collection of these behavior combinations is made to be behavior 

chain. 

 

iii. Feature extraction 

According to this proposed MBD method, the call format of API has comparatively 
standardized based on the API names, I/O parameters and its parameter values perform over legitimate 

monitored log which is expressed as follows: 

File{X1(P1 : V1; P2 :V2; P3 : V3,…), X2(P3 : V3; P4 : V4,…),…} 
Based on the collective log files, the API extraction is done initially and subsequently the 
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behavior point parameters and values corresponding have been utilized. At the extraction process, it is 
complicated for extracting an appropriate parameters and its parameter values due to unnecessary 

interference data occurred from each log file. In order to achieve this goal, text analysis has been 

involved in usage of string processing techniques. The raw data includes 3 distinct data types namely 

API names and parameters, API names and API names along with parameters and values. Hence, this 
proposal majorly focuses on the behavior points and considered only API functions individually but 

ignored parameters and its parameter values. 

The aim of behavior extracted is to integrate the behavior points accomplished by tracking into 
behaviors like the point of monitored behavior X1, X2 , and X3, into acquired behaviors namely Y = 

(X1, X2, X3). However, the similar types have been combined while integrating behavior points 

whereas the behavior point types are based on classification of behavior point. Hence, the extracting 
behavior points need to be mapped initially with their respective categories of behavior. 

 

iv. Behavior chain process 
Moreover, the sequence execution is majorly considered for specific API calls to accomplish a 

significant goal which act as an associate among the behavior has been represented among the behavior 

points. Hence, the relationships may be recognized over the relationships of transmission among the 

behavior points. Every behavior chain contains various behaviors and similarly every behavior consists 
of several behavior points. When the sequence gets executed for each time, there may be call series to 

system APIs as far as the sequence attains its desired aim. Thus, the respective behavior chain has been 

constructed using extraction of API function calls. The behavior chain has been constructed with 
temporal characteristics for illustrating its disruptive cycle of malicious behavior. A specific behavior is 

caused if a certain function is known to API call, so the possibility of the subsequent behavior being 

malicious or benign get evaluated via behavior chain that can be beneficial for planning to detect in 
advance. According to this study, the collected datasets has been utilized to extracting behavior features 

and behavior chain. Finally, this behavior chain is implemented in the deep learning familiar model as 

LSTM for predicting whether the sequence has exhibited malicious behavior or not. 

 

 

Fig 7 Proposed LSTM model based on Behavior chains 

 
Once the extraction of behavior feature data from log files and building the temporal characteristics of 

behavior chain, the constructed train model is depending upon these behavior chain and LSTM due to 

latent anonymous attack caused by anomalous behavior is more suitable while the intruder is frequently 

try to complicated their behavior of attacks. In general, an individual behavior occurs as common but 
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behavior is associated with its probability for integrating it into abnormal behavior. Hence, this study 
has analyzed anomalous behaviors from the viewpoint of API calls. Thus, the malicious or normal 

sequences may both make API calls. The organization of API behavior chain and it utilize the benefits 

of LSTM model as an efficient recognition technique. The managed behavior chains are considered as 

an input for LSTM separately to detect and recognize, and the accomplished hidden layer at an 
individually instant are combined. Subsequently, average pooling is utilized for reducing the 

dimensions to achieve an expression of transformed data and at last the model creates a classification 

based on transformed data by classification technique. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

 

According to this study, the IoT devices used consists of strong device ID and authentication 

mechanism for installing unique X.509 certificate. The solution of cloud server has been configured for 

admitting only TLS connections from clients with a X.509 certificated IoT devices as trusted. It is 
considered to be an authentication of mutual TLS in which the client authenticates the server and 

similarly server has authenticated the devices of the clients. However, the usage of X.509 certificate to 

each device needs a certified Authority (CA) manager for signing the certificates. Once the latest 

firmware's edge node gets updated, the signature assigned to the firmware is required to verify from 
IoT devices. When firmware is assumed to be trusted until the firmware signature is validated. Hence, 

the experiment is carried out on a virtual device, the configuration of which is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 configuration of Virtual IoT device 

Features Description 

Operating System (OS) Window 7 professionals 

CPU Intel (R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 V4 @2.10 GHz 

Hard disk 60GB 

Memory 4GB 

VMware VMware Workstation 12 PRO 

Development language and tools C, Python 2 

Nonetheless, this enhanced security testing is necessary because the attacker can able 

to make an attempt in hacking the server over real time and setting an alternative payload for the 
firmware as a protected Bus shown in figure 8. Subsequently, the hackers can’t sign the firmware with 

a verified signature that operates in IoT devices as an enabling factor of security implementation. 

 

Figure 8 Firmware of Protected Bus 
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In general, the firmware signing process has been performed over host machine like Windows or Linux 
when a new release or distribution is being developed. Based on this proposal method, any 

cryptographic library may be utilized. Hence, the private keys have been dynamically loaded from a 

file server, or inserted directly into the C program by transforming the key from the format of PEM to 

SharkSSL by SharkSlParseKey command line tool is shown in figure 9. The authentication method is 
done through an asymmetric cryptographic library which is compact enough for devices that are limited 

by memory. The RayCrypto engine involves in SharkSSL as a smart choice because SharkSSL perform 

as a smallest TLS stack mounted. The dual firmware update includes that the machine store two copies 
of  the firmware upon on device whereas the Secure Boot has been built into the firmware which 

enables the upgrade logic to use device-residing for TLS and TCP / IP stacks. Hence, the linker creates 

two firmware versions which can be implemented in lower and upper memory regions simultaneously. 
The upgrade logic has chosen the right firmware version from the cloud server which to be loaded from 

online. Thus, the mechanism of Secure Boot can provides an intuitive and efficient way of managing 

Edge Node firmware updates when maintaining an embedded device's bandwidth and irregular 

connections without losing security. 

 
Fig 9 Transformation of key from PEM format to SharkSSL 

In this experiment, the study focused for specific number of malware and benign samples for 

generating sample datasets. During the benign, the API log files are considered from windows system 

that contains broadly utilized and familiar software. There are two samples of datasets are considered 

for this experiments namely Trojans, benign and constructor are the major source to get these malicious 
Windows system programs have been acquired from https://virusshare.com/ whereas the data is 

illustrated in table 2. 

Table 2 Various malware samples details 

Type of Malware File counts Sample ratio 

Constructor 200 13.3 

Benign 580 37.5 

Trojan 100 6.5 

 
According to this study, the samples collected consists of 300 malware and 580 benign has been 

utilized as the dataset has shown in Table 2 with several type of malware sample and the file count and 

sample percentage in every category as raw data. However, the dataset provided from the site is 

comparatively small but the dataset can be expanded in accordance with every malicious type present 
over malware dataset for assuring all kind of malware features remains flawless. Hence, data sample 

get segregated randomly with 70% of data for every type from malicious sample set and similarly 30% 

from the benign sample dataset have been acquired. 

 

Moreover, the proposed ECC-LSTM is compared with the traditional deep learning model and proved 

its behavior chain efficiency and the classification results accuracy and other metrics has illustrated and 
advantage and efficiency of behavior chain with the summarized evaluated metric like False Positive 
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Rate (FPR), accuracy and False Negative Rate (FNR) along with other traditional models namely 
Conventional Neural Network (CNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) is shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 comparison of evaluated metric with proposed LSTM and existing model 

Experimental model FPR in% Accuracy in % FNR in % 

CNN 3.85 96.15 5.97 

LSTM 1.04 98.66 3.41 

SVM 3.13 93.9 14.51 

 

In this experiment, the detection results of malicious behavior have been compared with traditional 

processing models and the succeeded observations is obtained in the Table 3 and Figure 10. In the case 
of FPR, the percentage value need to be low for better FPR whereas LSTM is 1.04% is comparatively 

better than other two CNN and SVM with 3.85% and 3.13% and in FNR, the proposed LSTM is 

comparatively lower than SVM and CNN. The accuracy value of SVM is 93.9% and 96.15% in CNN 

which are comparatively lower than proposed LSTM model that has 98.66%. 

 
Figure 10 Comparison of FRR, Accuracy and FNR for various models 

 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, the proposed method is hybrid methodology considering edge node computing with ECC 
algorithm with double security mechanism for the firmware of IoT devices. The secure boot plays  a 

major role in upgrading the firmware using double firmware upgrade that make the firmware upgrade 

process while the IoT devices is in execution which represent upgrade can be done during real time. 
The digital signature used in asymmetric cryptography for the resource constraint device is ease due to 

smaller key size. Similarly the LSTM model which one of the familiar deep learning model has been 

utilized for real time application in detecting anomaly and MBD. In order to detect the CCA over time 

series data based on LSTM model and it get progressed by developing a tool named anomaly for 
representing the detection of CCA. In the case of MBD, API call sequences with behavior feature 

extraction and behavior chains with temporal characteristics have been constructed which is made to be 

trained the LSTM network based on the behavior point. However, the behavior points needed to the 
experiment get extract from an application monitored log files using monitoring the sequence of API 

call that finally utilized to provide benign or malware sequence classifications. Hence, the results have 

illustrated that the model’s accuracy of the proposed model ECC-LSTM is 98.66% while compared to 

the existing model like CNN and SVM. Thus, this study has analyzed an individual APIs but not 
endeavor for considering the  influence of the parameters or its parameter values which act as an input 

or output by those APIs  on MBD for IoT devices. 
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